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Abstract
There is a variety of new physics scenarios which deduce extended Higgs sectors in the low energy effective theory. The
coupling of a singly-charged Higgs boson (H±) with weak gauge bosons, H±W∓Z0, directly depends on the global symmetry
structure of the model, so that its experimental determination can be useful to test each scenario. We discuss predictions on this
coupling in several models, such as the model with additional real and complex triplets, the littlest Higgs model, the two Higgs
doublet model and the minimal supersymmetric standard model. In order to measure the H±W∓Z0 coupling we consider
single H± production via the WZ fusion mechanism at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. The production rate is hierarchically
different among these models, so that this process can be useful to explore new physics scenarios.
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Current precision data provide important indica-
tions for the structure of the electroweak symmetry
breaking sector. In particular, the experimental value
of the electroweak rho parameter (ρ) is very close to
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doublet field, this experimental requirement is auto-
matically satisfied due to the custodial SU(2) symme-
try, by predicting the rho parameter to be exactly unity
at the tree level. The data are then used to constrain
the mass of the Higgs boson at the quantum level [2],
which is the last undetermined parameter of the model.
It is well known that the tree level prediction of ρ = 1
is a common feature of Higgs models with only dou-
blets (and singlets) [3,4]. In Higgs models with other
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meter is generally not unity at the tree level unless
specific combinations are assumed among scalar mul-
tiplets. Although in such models the parameters are
severely constrained by the rho parameter data, some
new physics models would give a motivation to study
phenomenology of these exotic representations.
In extended Higgs models, which would be de-
duced in the low energy effective theory of new
physics models, additional Higgs bosons like charged
and CP-odd scalar bosons are predicted. Phenomenol-
ogy of these extra scalar bosons strongly depends on
the characteristics of each new physics model. By
measuring their properties like masses, widths, pro-
duction rates and decay branching ratios, the outline
of physics beyond the electroweak scale can be ex-
perimentally determined. The coupling of a singly-
charged Higgs boson (H±) with the weak gauge
bosons, H±W∓Z0, is of particular importance for
such an approach. Its magnitude is directly related
to the structure of the extended Higgs sector under
global symmetries [4–6]. It can appear at the tree level
in models with scalar triplets, while it is induced at the
loop level in multi scalar doublet models.
Models with scalar triplets may provide a solu-
tion for the origin of tiny neutrino masses. The triplet
fields also appear in left-right symmetric models. The
littlest Higgs model [7,8] and some extra dimension
models [9] predict an additional complex triplet as
well. The most discriminative feature of these triplet
models is the prediction of both doubly- and singly-
charged Higgs bosons [4]. In particular, detection of
doubly charged Higgs bosons is a clear evidence for
such exotic representations. On the other hand, there
are lots of motivations to consider models with multi
Higgs doublets, such as supersymmetry, topcolor [10],
little Higgs models [11] and the model of gauge-
Higgs unification [12]. Tiny neutrino masses (e.g., the
Zee model [13]), and extra CP violating phases [14]
which may be required for the realization of elec-
troweak baryogenesis [15] also can be studied by in-
troducing multi scalar doublets (plus singlets) at the
electroweak scale. These multi doublet models pre-
dict singly-charged scalar bosons. To distinguish these
extended Higgs models at collider experiments, the
H±W∓Z0 vertex can be an useful probe.
At the Fermilab Tevatron with the proton–antipro-
ton collision energy of 2 TeV, H± may be predomi-nantly produced via the gauge boson associated pro-
duction. They are expected to be produced via the
gluon-bottom fusion at the CERN Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) where incident protons collide with the
energy of 14 TeV, assuming that they couple to quarks.
Once a charged Higgs boson is produced, we may con-
sider the decay into a W±Z0 pair as long as it is kine-
matically allowed. The decay rate of H± → W±Z0
has been evaluated in the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM) and the two Higgs doublet
model (2HDM) in Refs. [16–18], and also in the mod-
els with triplet Higgs fields in Ref. [19]. Impact of
the H±W∓Z0 vertex on the physics with e+e− colli-
sions has been studied in the triplet model [20]. Single
H± production associated with a W boson, e+e− →
H±W∓, may also be useful to study this vertex at a
future linear collider [21–24].
In this Letter, we discuss the H±W∓Z0 vertex in
various scenarios. Predictions on the form factors of
the vertex are studied in models with the two dou-
blet fields and also with triplets. We then consider
testing the H±W∓Z0 coupling via single H± pro-
duction in the WZ fusion process at the LHC. In
general, Higgs boson production by vector boson fu-
sion has advantages as compared to the other produc-
tion processes, because the signal can be reconstructed
completely and jet production is suppressed in the
central region due to lack of color flow between the
initial state quarks [25]. We evaluate the production
rate of pp → W±∗Z0∗X → H±X with the effective
H±W∓Z0 coupling in the effective vector boson ap-
proximation [26].
As the reference models, we here consider the
model with a complex doublet with the hypercharge
Y = 1, a real triplet (Y = 0) and a complex triplet
(Y = 2) [27]; the littlest Higgs model [7,8,28] where
the low energy effective theory includes the SM-like
Higgs doublet with an additional complex triplet with
Y = 2; the general 2HDM; and the MSSM. These
models predict different values for the production
rate, so that each new physics scenario can be tested
through the WZ fusion process at the LHC.
2. The vertex
We here discuss general characteristics of the
H±W∓Z0 coupling. The vertex (see Fig. 1) is defined
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as
(1)igmWVµν∗µW (pW ,λW )∗νZ (pZ,λZ),
where g is the weak gauge coupling, mW is the mass
of the weak boson W±, and ∗µV (pV ,λV ) (V = W
and Z) are polarization vectors for the outgoing weak
gauge bosons with the momentum pV and the helicity
λV . The tensor Vµν is decomposed in terms of three
form factors as [16–18]
(2)
Vµν = Fgµν + G
m2W
pZµpWν +
H
m2W
µνρσpZ
ρpW
σ ,
where the antisymmetric tensor µνρσ is defined so as
to satisfy 0123 = −1. The values of F , G and H de-
pend on the detail of the model. We discuss them in
several models later.
The three form factors F , G and H in Eq. (2)
respectively correspond to the coefficients fHWZ ,
gHWZ and hHWZ of three operators in the effective
Lagrangian,
Leff = fHWZH±W∓µ Zµ + gHWZH±FµνZ FWµν
(3)+ hHWZiµνρσH±FµνZ FWρσ + H.c.,
where FVµν (V = W and Z) are the field strength ten-
sors for weak gauge bosons. In Eq. (3), H±W∓µ Zµ
is the dimension 3 operator while the rest two are
dimension 5, so that only F may appear at the tree
level. Models with triplet representations can predict
the nonzero value of F at the tree level. On the other
hand, in multi Higgs doublet models, the vertex is in-
duced only at the loop level because of the custodial
SU(2) symmetry in the kinetic term of the scalar dou-
blet fields [6]. The one-loop contributions of the heavy
particles in the loop to fHWZ , gHWZ and hHWZ are
described as
fHWZ ∼ g
2
2 M
2
i logMi,cos θW (4π) v(4)gHWZ ∼ hHWZ ∼ g
2
cos θW (4π)2v
logMi,
by using the power counting, where Mi represents
the mass of the particle in the loop, θW is the Wein-
berg angle, and v ( 246 GeV) is the vacuum expec-
tation value (VEV). Therefore, as long as the loop-
induced vertex is substantial due to the dynamics of
the loop particle, F gives the dominant contribution.
This observation is correct for the quark loop contri-
butions [17,18], and for those of heavy Higgs bosons
with the nondecoupling property where their masses
are proportional to the VEV [18,29].
The decay rate of H± → W±i Z0i , where i = L rep-
resents the longitudinal polarization and i = T does
the transverse polarization, is expressed by
(5)Γ (H± → W±i Z0i )= mH± λ
1/2(1,w, z)
16π
|Mii |2,
where λ(a, b, c) = (a − b − c)2 − 4bc, w = (m2W/
m2
H±) and z = (m2Z/m2H±). The longitudinal and
transverse contributions are given in terms of F , G
and H by
(6)|MLL|2 = g
2
4z
∣∣∣∣(1 −w − z)F + λ(1,w, z)2w G
∣∣∣∣
2
,
(7)|MTT |2 = g2
{
2w|F |2 + λ(1,w, z)
2w
|H |2
}
.
For the case of mH±  mZ , we have |MTT |2/|MLL|2
∼ 8m2Wm2Z/m4H± , so that the decay into a longitudi-
nally polarized weak boson pair dominates that into
a transversely polarized one. We use these formulas
for the evaluation of the production rate of pp →
W±∗Z0∗X → H±X in the effective vector boson ap-
proximation in Section 4.
3. Predictions on the H±W∓Z0 vertex in various
models
3.1. Models with triplets
In models with triplets, the H±W∓Z0 vertex gen-
erally appears at the tree level. A common feature of
the tree level contribution to the form factor F is the
fact that it is proportional to the VEV of the triplet
field [4,27], F ∝ v′/v, where v and v′ represent the
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spectively. When more than one triplet appear in the
model, v′ should be taken as the combination of the
VEVs for them.
In general, models including a triplet field predict
the value of the rho parameter not to be unity with the
deviation proportional to v′, so that v′ in such models
is strictly constrained to be much smaller than v; i.e.,
F 	 1. For example, we consider the low energy ef-
fective theory of the littlest Higgs model [7,8], which
predicts a complex triplet field in addition to the SM
like doublet field. The littlest Higgs model is the model
with the SU(5) global symmetry, with a locally gauged
subgroup G1 ⊗ G2 = [SU(2)1 ⊗ U(1)1] ⊗ [SU(2)2 ⊗
U(1)2]. After the global SU(5) symmetry breaks down
to SO(5) by the VEV of the order f , the SU(5) 24-
dimensional scalar field provides 14 degrees of free-
dom to the massless Goldstone bosons, which trans-
form under the electroweak gauge symmetry as a real
singlet, a real triplet, a complex doublet and a com-
plex triplet. The degrees of freedom of the real singlet
field and the real triplet are absorbed as the longitudi-
nal components of the broken gauge groups. With the
aid of the Coleman–Weinberg mechanism the remain-
ing complex doublet and the complex triplet obtain
their masses of orders v and f , respectively, and trig-
ger the electroweak symmetry breaking. Therefore, an
additional complex triplet field appears in the effective
theory. The form factor F of the H±W∓Z0 coupling
is given in this model by
(8)F (LLH) = 4
cos θW
v′
v
.
The electroweak data indicate 1 v′  4 GeV for f =
2 TeV [28]. The mass mΦ of the triplet field Φ , of
which H± is a component, is expressed at the leading
order by [8]
(9)m2Φ =
2m2hf
2
v2{1 − (4v′f/v2)2} ,
where mh is the mass of the SM-like Higgs boson. We
here consider the case with mh = 115 GeV, f = 1 TeV
(2 TeV), v′ = 5 GeV (4 GeV), and mH± = 700 GeV
(1.56 TeV) as a reference: i.e., the value of the form
factor F is |F (LLH)|2  0.0085 (0.0054).
In the model with additional real and complex
triplet fields, the rho parameter can be set to be unity
at the tree level, by imposing the custodial symmetry;i.e., v′r = v′c(= v′), where v′r and v′c are respectively
the VEVs of the real and the complex triplet field [27,
30,31]. After the electroweak symmetry breaking the
remaining degrees of freedom are a five-plet (H±5 ),
a three-plet (H±3 ) and two singlets under the custo-
dial symmetry. In the case without mixing between the
five-plet and three-plet, only the three-plet couples to
fermions, while the singly-charged Higgs boson H±5
of the five-plet couples to W∓Z0. The form factor is
given by [31]
(10)F (triplet) = 1
cos θW
sin θH ,
where sin θH =
√
8v′2/(v2 + 8v′2). In this model, the
constraint from the rho parameter is weak and tan θH
can be taken to be of order 1. The strongest exper-
imental bound on v′/v comes from the Zbb¯ result.
The limits at 95% CL are tan θH  0.5,1 and 1.7
for the mass of H3 to be 0.1,0.5 and 1 TeV, respec-
tively [32]. We here take tan θH to be 0.5 and mH5 , the
mass of charged Higgs boson from the five-plet, to be
200 GeV; i.e., |F (triplet)|2  0.26.
3.2. Multi Higgs doublet models
In models with multi Higgs doublets (and sin-
glets), the H±W∓Z0 coupling is forbidden at the tree
level [5] due to the custodial SU(2) symmetry in the
kinetic term of the scalar doublets. We here discuss the
cases of the 2HDM and the MSSM [16–18]. The ver-
tex can be induced at the one-loop level corresponding
to the terms
tr
[
τ3(DµM)†(DµN )
]
, tr
[
τ3M†NFµνZ FWµν
]
,
(11)iµνρσ tr
[
τ3M†NFµνZ FρσW
]
,
in the effective Lagrangian [18], according to the de-
viation from the custodial SU(2) invariance in each
part of the Lagrangian. In Eq. (11), M and N are
2 × 2 matrices defined byM= (iτ2Φ∗,Φ) and N =
(iτ2Ψ ∗,Ψ ), where Φ and Ψ are the two scalar doublet
fields in the gauge eigenstate basis [33]; i.e., 〈Φ〉 =
(0, v/
√
2)T and 〈Ψ 〉 = 0. Under SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ,
M and N transform as M→ gLMg†R and N →
gLNg†R , where gL,R ∈ SU(2)L,R . It is clear that the
terms in Eq. (11) are invariant under SU(2)L, but not
under SU(2)R : i.e., the custodial symmetry is explic-
itly broken in these terms.
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loop-induced form factors; i.e., the contribution from
the top-bottom loop and those from the Higgs-boson
loop. The large mass difference between top and bot-
tom quarks indicates a large breakdown of the custo-
dial SU(2) symmetry in the top-bottom quark sector,
and the loop induced H∓W∓Z0 vertex can be sizable
with quadratic power contributions of the top quark
mass. The leading contribution can be extracted from
the result of the full one-loop calculation [17] as
(12)
F (t–b loop)  Nc
(4π)2 cos θW
m2t
v2
cotβ, for mb 	 mt,
where tanβ is the ratio of VEVs of Higgs bosons.1
Notice that this expression is independent of the type
of Yukawa interaction, either model I or model II [4].
The values of F (t–b loop) are given by F (t–b loop) 
0.01 cotβ; i.e., |F (t–b loop)|2  10−3,10−4 and 10−5
for tanβ = 0.3,1 and 3, respectively. The value of
tanβ is bounded from below by the condition that
the top Yukawa coupling should not be too large;
i.e., tanβ > 0.2–0.3 [21]. The one-loop diagrams of
heavy neutral Higgs bosons can also contribute to
this vertex when the mass difference between the
charged Higgs boson and the CP-odd Higgs boson is
large [18]. This mass splitting implies large break-
ing of the custodial SU(2) symmetry under M →
gLMg†R and N → gLNg†R in the Higgs potential.
The constraint from the rho parameter can be satis-
fied by imposing “another” global SU(2) symmetry
underM21 → gLM21g†R , whereM21 = [iτ2Φ∗2 ,Φ1]
1 If we consider the situation with mb ∼ mt , the leading contribu-
tion is extracted for model II 2HDM as [17]
F(t–b loop)  Nc
(4π)2 cos θW
m2t − m2b
3v2
(tanβ + cotβ),
(13)if mb ∼ mt .
In the limit of mb → mt , the leading contribution to F becomes
zero, according that the Yukawa interaction for the third genera-
tion quarks is invariant under SU(2)L × SU(2)R [6,34]. This is
described by expressing L3rd gen.Yukawa = Q¯LM′21QR , where QL,R =
(tL,R, bL,R)
T and M′21 = [iτ2Φ ′ ∗2 ,Φ ′1] transform as QL,R →
gL,RQL,R and M′21 → gLM′21g†R where Φ ′i = yiΦi (i = 1,2)
with y1 (y2) to be the bottom (top) Yukawa coupling and Φ1,2 be-
ing the Higgs doublets and τi (i = 1 − 3) being the Pauli matrix.in the Higgs potential.2 The contribution of the Higgs
boson loop can be important for tanβ  3, where the
top-bottom loop contribution becomes suppressed be-
cause of the smaller Yukawa couplings [21]. However,
too large mass splitting between the charged Higgs bo-
son and the CP-odd Higgs boson causes a problem
from the argument of perturbative unitarity [35,36].
Consequently, contributions from the bosonic loop to
F is constrained as |F (bosonic loop)|2  10−5 for 3 
tanβ  10. Therefore, as the reference value of the
2HDM, we can take the value |F (THDM)|2 ∼ 10−3,
10−4 and 10−5 for tanβ = 0.3, 1 and 3–10, respec-
tively.
In the MSSM, the loop effect of super partner par-
ticles can enhance the vertex especially in the mod-
erate values of tanβ , where the top-bottom loop con-
tribution becomes suppressed. The new contributions
become large according to the breakdown of global
SU(2) symmetry in the sfermion and chargino/neutra-
lino sector. They can dominate the top-bottom loop
contribution especially in the region of tanβ  3.
However, the magnitude is at most |F |2 ∼ 10−5 [24],
because of the decoupling property of super parti-
cles. On the other hand, as masses of the heavy Higgs
bosons of the MSSM are approximately independent
of the VEV and are nearly degenerate, the contribution
from the Higgs-boson loop are small. Therefore, as a
reference of the MSSM, we take |F (MSSM)|2  10−5
for tanβ  3.
4. Single H± production via WZ fusion at the
LHC
Let us study the impact of the H±W∓Z0 vertex on
the production cross section of pp → W±∗Z0∗X →
H±X in the models discussed above. The vector bo-
son fusion is a pure electroweak process with high-pT
decay products from the produced scalar boson and the
recoiled partons going into the forward and backward
directions without color flow in the central region.
The signal can be reconstructed, and the backgrounds
2 The choice mH± = mH and sin(α − β) = −1, or mH± = mh
and sin(α−β) = 0, corresponds to this case, where mh and mH are
the masses of the lighter and heavier neutral CP-even Higgs boson,
and α is the mixing angle between them.
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kinematic cuts.
The hadronic cross section for pp → H±X via
WZ fusion is expressed in the effective vector boson
approximation [26] by
σeff
(
s,m2
H±
)
 16π
2
λ(1,w, z)m3
H±
(14)×
∑
λ=T ,L
Γ
(
H± → W±λ Z0λ
)
τ
dL
dτ
∣∣∣∣
pp/W±λ Z0λ
,
where τ = m2
H±/s, and
dL
dτ
∣∣∣∣
pp/W±λ Z0λ
(15)
=
∑
ij
1∫
τ
dτ ′
τ ′
1∫
τ ′
dx
x
fi(x)fj (τ
′/x)dL
dξ
∣∣∣∣
qiqj /W
±
λ Z
0
λ
,
with τ ′ = sˆ/s and ξ = τ/τ ′. Here fi(x) is the parton
structure function for the ith quark, and
dL
dξ
∣∣∣∣
qiqj /W
±
T Z
0
T
= c
64π4
1
ξ
ln
(
sˆ
m2W
)
ln
(
sˆ
m2Z
)
(16)× [(2 + ξ)2 ln(1/ξ)− 2(1 − ξ)(3 + ξ)],
dL
dξ
∣∣∣∣
qiqj /W
±
L Z
0
L
(17)= c
16π4
1
ξ
[
(1 + ξ) ln(1/ξ)+ 2(ξ − 1)],
where c = (v2W + a2W)(v2Z + a2Z), and
vW = −aW = g
2
√
2
,
vZ = g
cos θW
(
T 3q
2
− eq sin2 θW
)
,
(18)aZ = − g
cos θW
T 3q
2
,
with T 3q and eq to be the weak isospin and the electric
charge for a quark q , respectively.
In evaluation for the cross section here, the contri-
bution from the diagram with the effective H±W∓γFig. 2. The hadronic cross section of the W±Z0 fusion process and
the W+W− fusion process as a function of the mass of the charged
and neutral Higgs bosons, respectively. For the W±Z0 fusion, the
form factor F is set to be unity. The SM prediction is shown for the
W+W− fusion.
vertex is neglected. This may be justified by the fact
that due to the U(1)em invariance there is no tree-level
H±W∓γ coupling and loop-induced form factors of
H±W∓γ do not have any quadratic mass contribu-
tions of the particles in the loop. Furthermore, for the
H±W∓Z0 coupling the loop induced F can be much
greater than the loop induced G and H in the multi
doublet models: see Eq. (4). Consequently, the pre-
diction for the cross section in each scenario can be
obtained as σ (model)  |F (model)|2 × σ |F |2=1 in a good
approximation.
In Fig. 2, the hadronic cross section of pp →
W±∗Z0∗X → H±X at the LHC (√s = 14 TeV) is
shown as a function of mH± . The form factors F , G
and H of the H±W∓Z0 vertex are set to be 1, 0 and 0,
respectively. The hadronic cross section of SM Higgs
boson production via W+W− fusion is also shown
for comparison. CTEQ6L is used for the parton dis-
tribution function [37]. Because of a pp collider, the
hadronic cross section for the W+Z0 fusion is about
1.5–2 times greater than that for the W−Z0 fusion.
The magnitude of σ |F |2=1 can be about 0.4 × 104 fb
for mH± = 200 GeV. It decreases as mH± grows, and
becomes about 11 fb for mH± = 1.8 TeV. If we as-
sume that σ (model) = 1 fb is a sufficient number to
detect the signal, the required values of |F (model)|2 are
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200 GeV, 1 TeV and 1.8 TeV, respectively. In this case,
300 of H± are produced when σ (model) = 1 fb at the
LHC with the luminosity of 300 fb−1.
In the model with additional real and complex
triplets, |F (triplet)|2 can be of order 1. When |F (triplet)|2
 0.26, the cross sections are of order 1000 fb and
80 fb for mH± = 200 GeV and 600 GeV, respectively.
In the littlest Higgs model where the form factor F is
given by |F LLH|2  0.0085 (0.0054) for f = 1 TeV
(2 TeV) with mH± = 700 GeV (1.56 TeV) the cross
section can be about 2 fb (0.1 fb). In the 2HDM,
the one-loop induced cross section can be of order
4,0.4 and 0.04 fb at mH± = 200 GeV, according to
the values |F (2HDM)|2 ∼ 10−3, 10−4 and 10−5 for
tanβ = 0.3,1 and 3, respectively. In the MSSM, the
values of tanβ is bounded from below as tanβ > 3–4
by the LEP direct search result of the lightest Higgs
boson [2]. As |F (MSSM)|2  10−5 for tanβ  3, the
cross section is at most 0.04 fb for mH± > 200 GeV.
The decay pattern of H± depends on the model.
In the littlest Higgs model in which H± couples to
the top and bottom quarks, the main decay mode is
expected to be a tb pair [8]. In the 2HDM and the
MSSM, although there are potentially many decay
modes, the main mode would also be the decay into a
tb pair as long as it is kinematically allowed. In these
cases, the signal would be νbb¯ ( = e and µ). If the
cross section is 1 fb, about 60 of the signal events are
produced at the LHC with the luminosity of 300 fb−1.
The process can be completely reconstructed by us-
ing the information of the missing pT and of the mass
of H±. The main backgrounds would come from t t¯ ,
W + j , WW and WZ, and their cross sections can be
of order 1–10 pb. It is expected that appropriate kine-
matic cuts can reduce the backgrounds by 3–4 orders
of magnitude by virtue of the distinct kinematic nature
of vector boson fusion processes. By assuming a good
efficiency (∼ 0.25) for the double b tagging, the sig-
nal events would be detectable. On the other hand, in
models with triplets that do not couple to fermions, it
would mainly decay into a WZ pair. The model with a
real and a complex triplets can correspond to this case.
The signal event would be ν. For σ (triplet)  100 fb,
about 420 of the signal events are produced, assum-
ing the luminosity of 300 fb−1. Again, the process can
be completely reconstructed. The main backgrounds
would be t t¯ , W + j and WZ in addition to the Drell–Yan process. We can expect that the backgrounds can
be well rejected by the kinematic cuts, and that the
signal can be detected.3 Needless to say that in either
case, the feasibility study has to be performed by the
realistic Monte Carlo simulation.
In this Letter, we have employed the effective vec-
tor boson approximation to see the order of the pro-
duction cross section of signals. The cross section
evaluated in this approximation is approximately 20%
to factor 2 different from that in the exact calcula-
tion of the matrix elements. The result of the sig-
nal/background simulation with the improved produc-
tion cross section of signals will be presented else-
where [39].
5. Conclusions
We have discussed the H±W∓Z0 vertex in various
physics scenarios. The magnitude of the H±W∓Z0
coupling directly depends on the global symmetry
structure of the model, so that the experimental deter-
mination of the magnitude of the H±W∓Z0 coupling
can be useful to test each scenario. The possibility
of its measurement via single charged Higgs boson
production by WZ fusion at the LHC has been dis-
cussed.
We have studied predictions on the H±W∓Z0 cou-
pling in the model with additional real and complex
triplets; the littlest Higgs model; the 2HDM; and the
MSSM. These models predict hierarchical values for
the form factor F (model). The cross section of pp →
W±∗Z0X → H±X has been evaluated in terms of
the effective H±W∓Z0 coupling in the effective vec-
tor boson approximation. In the models discussed in
this Letter (except for the MSSM), the cross section
can exceed 1 fb: i.e., 300 of H± can be produced at
the LHC for the luminosity of 300 fb−1. By measur-
ing this process we can obtain useful information to
determine the structure of the Higgs sector, incorpo-
rating with a search for doubly charged Higgs bosons
and that for single charged Higgs bosons via the other
processes.
3 A feasibility study for this mode can be seen in the context of
the Higgs-less model in Ref. [38].
118 E. Asakawa, S. Kanemura / Physics Letters B 626 (2005) 111–119We have shortly discussed the signal for the cases
where H± → tb is dominant and where H± →
W±Z0 is dominant. For the both cases, the back-
grounds are expected to be considerably reduced be-
cause of the kinematic advantages in vector boson
fusion. The more detailed study with the Monte Carlo
simulation is in preparation.
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